Because you can never have too many dice...
Founded in 1987, Chessex™ has had a long history of manufacturing gaming accessories with an emphasis on dice. Our goal has always been to provide quality gaming accessories at a fair price.

Conventions

One of our major goals is to exhibit at as many conventions as possible. Although our catalog is a good representation of our range, photos are never as good as seeing the actual products. We are also interested in seeing you, our customer, and hearing what you have to say concerning our products. Check our website to see when we will be at a convention near you!
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Please visit our website chessex.com for more features and updated information about Chessex products.
Reversible Battlemats™, Megamats™ and Mondomats™
were first introduced in 1981 and are very useful for nearly every RPG and miniature game available today. All of the mats are reversible with squares of one size on one side and hexes of the same size on the other as illustrated here.

**Battlemats™**
23½" x 26" (60cm x 66cm)
1" Squares and
1" Hexes (25mm) . . . CHX 96246
1½” Squares and
1½” Hexes (38mm) CHX 96257

**Megamats™**
34½" x 48" (88cm x 122cm)
1” Squares and
1” Hexes (25mm) . . . CHX 97246
1½” Squares and
1½” Hexes (38mm) CHX 97257

**Mondomats™**
54” x 102” (137cm x 259cm)
1” Squares and
1” Hexes (25mm) . . . CHX 98246
1½” Squares and
1½” Hexes (38mm) CHX 98257

**Mat Markers**
4-Pack (red, green, blue, black) . . CHX 03154
Single Black Marker . . . .CHX 03159

Water-based overhead-projection markers work best on our vinyl mats as they are designed for plastic. DO NOT use grease pencils, permanent markers, or dry erase pens; the vinyl surface is too porous to allow for easy removal. It is recommended to first test any new pen on a small area, such as the border, and wait at least 30 minutes before wiping off to ensure that color wipes off properly. Often the colors that stain are not constant due to small changes in the manufacturing of the markers, so it is good to do this test whenever you get a new pen. We recommend the Staedtler, brand markers. Please note that red markers from any manufacturer tend to stain quicker than other colors, so use sparingly and mainly for highlighting. This applies to the red pen included in the Staedtler, 4-pack.
Figure Boxes are made of durable polypropylene with secure latches and long lasting hinges. The soft pre-cut foam protects varying sizes of painted figures and are an ideal method of storage and transportation of your miniatures.

**Large Figure Storage Box:**
Box Size: 17 1/2” x 7 1/2” x 3 3/8”

CHX 02850
80 figure capacity for 25mm humanoids*

Cut out size:
1 1/4” x 1” x 9/16”

CHX 02851
56 figure capacity for larger 25mm figures*

Cut out size:
1 1/4” x 2” x 9/16”

CHX 02852
40 figure capacity for monster-sized (larger) figures*

Cut out size:
1 1/4” x 1” x 1 1/2”

CHX 02860
14 figure capacity for 25mm humanoid-sized*

Cut out size:
1 1/2” x 1 9/16”

CHX 02869
3 uncut layers of foam for use with 25mm humanoid-sized figures*

Cut-it-yourself size

Small Figure Carrying Cases
are a great way to transport just enough figures for that day’s game. You can also modify the pre-cut foam inserts and store your painting supplies!

Box Size: 10 5/8” x 4 5/8” x 1 3/4”

Small Figure Carrying Cases
are a great way to transport just enough figures for that day’s game. You can also modify the pre-cut foam inserts and store your painting supplies!

Box Size: 10 5/8” x 4 5/8” x 1 3/4”

You can modify the pre-cut foam inserts in all of our storage boxes to make spaces for even larger figures.

*Figures, mat and other accessories pictured are not included.
We also offer a great range of **Gaming Accessories** to satisfy the needs of every gamer. These extras make great gifts for the gamer who has it all!

### Counter Storage Trays

(7⅛" x 11 ¼" x 3 ⅜")

The Chessex counter tray can hold up to 800+ ⅜" counters and is designed to fit into nearly all games including the old Avalon Hill bookshelf game boxes. The lid is attached to the tray and will open up and lie flat. Five contact points help assure the lid to stay closed even if dropped. The specially designed 16 angled compartments add to the ease of counter removal. The compartments are shallow enough so the counters will not flip when moved. The trays nest for more compact stackability. Three trays stacked measure 1 ½" tall.

**Single Tray** .............. CHX 02750

### Tubed Gaming Stones

(approximately 20 stones per tube)

- Clear ................. CHX 01121
- Yellow ................ CHX 01122
- Red .................... CHX 01124
- Dark Green .......... CHX 01125
- Dark Blue ............. CHX 01126
- Violet .................. CHX 01127
- White .................. CHX 01131
- Pink Opal .......... CHX 01134
- Light Green .......... CHX 01135
- Light Blue ........... CHX 01136
- Black .................. CHX 01138
- Root Beer ............ CHX 01139
- Teal ..................... CHX 01146

### Sand Timers

- 1 Minute Timer......... CHX 00501
- 3 Minute Timer........ CHX 00503

---

**Dice Boot™**

Tired of dice rolling off the table? Tired of games being disrupted by rogue dice causing tabletop mayhem? Tired of lugging around a tree stump you call a dice tower? Tired of trying to find table space for a box lid to roll dice into? Then our Dice Boot™ is for you!

The Chessex Dice Boot™ keeps dice rolling to a restricted play area so as to prevent the dice from rolling off the table and disrupting game piece placement. The Dice Boot™ also offers substantial advantages over standard dice towers in size, durability, price, transportability, and resistance to damage. The toe (end piece) can be removed to allow the dice more room for travel while still keeping the dice from roaming wildly.

The Dice Boot™ is made of clear, scuff-resistant polycarbonate and can be assembled and disassembled time and time again. Disassembly and packing in its slim container is advantageous for travel and storage, either packed in a game box or tossed into your game bag.

For more information on this popular product, please visit our website for the Dice Boot™ Video.

**Dice Boot™** ........................................................ CHX 00023

---

www.chessex.com
Dice Holder™ Jewelry  Customers have asked us many times to make jewelry out of our dice. We thought the only way we could attach the die to the jewelry would ruin the die. Also, due to our wide spectrum of shapes and colors, we could not figure out a way to narrow the range to make the product viable in the marketplace. Lo and behold, Siltoys, a company in Italy, came up with a unique design concept that solves both of these problems. It’s called Dice Holder™ jewelry. The basic concept is that the jewelry piece which holds the die is itself held together by small flexible O-rings. These O-rings are strong enough to hold the die firmly in place while also allowing the die to be swapped out. Not only does this save the die from ruin, it also allows the owner to significantly change the appearance of the jewelry whenever the mood suits them. Each jewelry piece is usually specific to one shape and the angle tolerances are so narrow that only our dice work for this jewelry. However, some pieces can be used for more than one shape and these are noted by their picture. Dice Holder™ Jewelry comes in the same 4 1/8 x 2 3/4 clamshell packaging as our Ten d10™ sets, but is twice as thick (1 3/8”). We have included a die of special color style with each Dice Holder™. This exclusive special color die is not available separately. Dice Holder™ jewelry is available either with a neck chain or key chain (not pictured) attached.

Mini Polyhedral Dice Sets
A set of very small 10mm dice packed in a pegable clear plastic clamshell. How small? A 10 year old can hold them all in one hand with room to spare.

Light on table space? Want dice that make less noise when you toss them in your dice tower? Want a set of dice that'll fit easily in your pocket and have awesome “Squee-value” to boot? Then these Mini-Polyhedrals are the dice for you.

Size Comparison
The Chessex Standard™ Quality and consistency are the ultimate goals in making “The Coolest Dice on the Planet™”. At Chessex we are striving to bring uniformity of size, number marking and shape amongst our dice. Our goal is to give you the confidence of knowing that any Chessex die you purchase will always be of consistently high quality. In order to effectively meet this criteria, we have created The Chessex Standard™.

All of our dice are available in 4 types of sets:

- **d4**
  - All of our dice read from the top, making them easy to comprehend.

- **d6**
  - For ease in reading, we now use underscoring, rather than tiny indicator dots, to differentiate 6’s from 9’s.

- **d8**
  - All polyhedral dice have sharper edges for easier shape recognition.

- **d10**
  - All of our numbers are as large as possible on each face.

- **Tens 10™**
  - Rounded corners on our pipped dice enable the dice to tumble well on small surfaces, such as gameboards.

- **d12**

- **d20**

- **16mm d6 w/pips**

- **12mm d6 w/pips**

Each Ten d10™ set contains only d10s and is available in each style and color of dice we offer.

Each Polyhedral 7-Die Set includes one each of: 4-sided (d4), 6-sided w/numbers (d6), 8-sided (d8), 10-sided (d10 numbered 0-9), Tens 10™ (10-sided die numbered 00-90), 12-sided (d12) and 20-sided (d20). These sets are available in each style of material and color of dice we offer.

Each 16mm d6 w/pips Dice Block™ contains 12 of these d6s and are available in each style and color of dice we offer.

Each 12mm d6 w/pips Dice Block™ contains 36 of these d6s and are available in each style and color of dice we offer.

**WARNING!**
Choking Hazard
Dice are not intended for children under the age of 3 years.
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Opaque Dice are made of a particularly dense material for a better feel when rolling. This material also allows for flatter faces and sharper edges. The wide variety of colors is also very consistent so that an opaque Chessex die from years ago will match those available today. These dice are very economical, at a fraction of the cost of other materials. The Opaque Dice Color Reference Pack is combined with the Translucent dice and is listed on page 8.

- **Ivory w/black**
  - Polyhedral Ten d10™ Set: CHX 26200
  - Polyhedral 7-Die Set: CHX 25400
  - 16mm Dice Block™: CHX 25600
  - 12mm Dice Block™: CHX 25800

- **White w/black**
  - Polyhedral Ten d10™ Set: CHX 26201
  - Polyhedral 7-Die Set: CHX 25401
  - 16mm Dice Block™: CHX 25601
  - 12mm Dice Block™: CHX 25801

- **Yellow w/black**
  - Polyhedral Ten d10™ Set: CHX 26202
  - Polyhedral 7-Die Set: CHX 25402
  - 16mm Dice Block™: CHX 25602
  - 12mm Dice Block™: CHX 25802

- **Orange w/black**
  - Polyhedral Ten d10™ Set: CHX 26203
  - Polyhedral 7-Die Set: CHX 25403
  - 16mm Dice Block™: CHX 25603
  - 12mm Dice Block™: CHX 25803

- **Red w/white**
  - Polyhedral Ten d10™ Set: CHX 26204
  - Polyhedral 7-Die Set: CHX 25404
  - 16mm Dice Block™: CHX 25604
  - 12mm Dice Block™: CHX 25804

- **Green w/white**
  - Polyhedral Ten d10™ Set: CHX 26205
  - Polyhedral 7-Die Set: CHX 25405
  - 16mm Dice Block™: CHX 25605
  - 12mm Dice Block™: CHX 25805

- **Blue w/white**
  - Polyhedral Ten d10™ Set: CHX 26206
  - Polyhedral 7-Die Set: CHX 25406
  - 16mm Dice Block™: CHX 25606
  - 12mm Dice Block™: CHX 25806

- **Purple w/white**
  - Polyhedral Ten d10™ Set: CHX 26207
  - Polyhedral 7-Die Set: CHX 25407
  - 16mm Dice Block™: CHX 25607
  - 12mm Dice Block™: CHX 25807

- **Black w/white**
  - Polyhedral Ten d10™ Set: CHX 26208
  - Polyhedral 7-Die Set: CHX 25408
  - 16mm Dice Block™: CHX 25608
  - 12mm Dice Block™: CHX 25808

- **Grey w/black**
  - Polyhedral Ten d10™ Set: CHX 26210
  - Polyhedral 7-Die Set: CHX 25410
  - 16mm Dice Block™: CHX 25610
  - 12mm Dice Block™: CHX 25810

- **Dusty Green w/gold**
  - Polyhedral Ten d10™ Set: CHX 25215
  - Polyhedral 7-Die Set: CHX 25415
  - 16mm Dice Block™: CHX 25615
  - 12mm Dice Block™: CHX 25815

- **Black w/red**
  - Polyhedral Ten d10™ Set: CHX 26218
  - Polyhedral 7-Die Set: CHX 25418
  - 16mm Dice Block™: CHX 25618
  - 12mm Dice Block™: CHX 25818

- **Black w/gold**
  - Polyhedral Ten d10™ Set: CHX 25228
  - Polyhedral 7-Die Set: CHX 25428
  - 16mm Dice Block™: CHX 25628
  - 12mm Dice Block™: CHX 25828

- **Dark Grey w/copper**
  - Polyhedral Ten d10™ Set: CHX 25220
  - Polyhedral 7-Die Set: CHX 25420
  - 16mm Dice Block™: CHX 25620
  - 12mm Dice Block™: CHX 25820

- **Dusty Blue w/gold**
  - Polyhedral Ten d10™ Set: CHX 25226
  - Polyhedral 7-Die Set: CHX 25426
  - 16mm Dice Block™: CHX 25626
  - 12mm Dice Block™: CHX 25826
Translucent Dice are in clear and bold colors giving them a gem-like quality. They are an excellent addition to any dice collection.

**Clear w/white**
- Polyhedral Ten d10™ Set: CHX 23201
- Polyhedral 7-Die Set: CHX 23001
- 16mm Dice Block™: CHX 23601
- 12mm Dice Block™: CHX 23801

**Yellow w/white**
- Polyhedral Ten d10™ Set: CHX 23202
- Polyhedral 7-Die Set: CHX 23002
- 16mm Dice Block™: CHX 23602
- 12mm Dice Block™: CHX 23802

**Orange w/white**
- Polyhedral Ten d10™ Set: CHX 23203
- Polyhedral 7-Die Set: CHX 23003
- 16mm Dice Block™: CHX 23603
- 12mm Dice Block™: CHX 23803

**Red w/white**
- Polyhedral Ten d10™ Set: CHX 23204
- Polyhedral 7-Die Set: CHX 23004
- 16mm Dice Block™: CHX 23604
- 12mm Dice Block™: CHX 23804

**Green w/white**
- Polyhedral Ten d10™ Set: CHX 23205
- Polyhedral 7-Die Set: CHX 23005
- 16mm Dice Block™: CHX 23605
- 12mm Dice Block™: CHX 23805

**Blue w/white**
- Polyhedral Ten d10™ Set: CHX 23206
- Polyhedral 7-Die Set: CHX 23006
- 16mm Dice Block™: CHX 23606
- 12mm Dice Block™: CHX 23806

**Purple w/white**
- Polyhedral Ten d10™ Set: CHX 23207
- Polyhedral 7-Die Set: CHX 23007
- 16mm Dice Block™: CHX 23607
- 12mm Dice Block™: CHX 23807

**Smoke w/white**
- Polyhedral Ten d10™ Set: CHX 23208
- Polyhedral 7-Die Set: CHX 23008
- 16mm Dice Block™: CHX 23608
- 12mm Dice Block™: CHX 23808

**Teal w/white**
- Polyhedral Ten d10™ Set: CHX 23215
- Polyhedral 7-Die Set: CHX 23015
- 16mm Dice Block™: CHX 23615
- 12mm Dice Block™: CHX 23815

**2008-2015 Opaque & Translucent Dice Color Reference Pack**

This reference packet is a must for inventory and ordering purposes. This packet consists of one 16mm d6 with pips of each of all 15 colors of the Opaque and 9 colors of Translucent dice, each labeled with their name. On the backside is a chart with the color names and stock numbers of each available type of set (Ten d10™ set, Polyhedral 7-die set, 12mm d6 Dice Block™, and 16mm d6 Dice Block™).
Speckled Dice have been a popular color range for the past two decades. Speckled dice are made with the same material as the opaque dice resulting in a good shape and feel during use.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Polyhedral Ten d10° Set</th>
<th>Polyhedral 7-Die Set</th>
<th>16mm Dice Block</th>
<th>12mm Dice Block</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Air</td>
<td>CHX 25100</td>
<td>CHX 25300</td>
<td>CHX 25700</td>
<td>CHX 25900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arctic Camo</td>
<td>CHX 25111</td>
<td>CHX 25311</td>
<td>CHX 25711</td>
<td>CHX 25911</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue Stars</td>
<td>CHX 25138</td>
<td>CHX 25338</td>
<td>CHX 25738</td>
<td>CHX 25938</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cobalt</td>
<td>CHX 25107</td>
<td>CHX 25307</td>
<td>CHX 25707</td>
<td>CHX 25907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earth</td>
<td>CHX 25110</td>
<td>CHX 25310</td>
<td>CHX 25710</td>
<td>CHX 25910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire</td>
<td>CHX 25103</td>
<td>CHX 25303</td>
<td>CHX 25703</td>
<td>CHX 25903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Golden Cobalt</td>
<td>CHX 25137</td>
<td>CHX 25337</td>
<td>CHX 25737</td>
<td>CHX 25937</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Golden Recon</td>
<td>CHX 25135</td>
<td>CHX 25335</td>
<td>CHX 25735</td>
<td>CHX 25935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Granite</td>
<td>CHX 25120</td>
<td>CHX 25320</td>
<td>CHX 25720</td>
<td>CHX 25920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hi-Tech</td>
<td>CHX 25140</td>
<td>CHX 25340</td>
<td>CHX 25740</td>
<td>CHX 25940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hurricane</td>
<td>CHX 25117</td>
<td>CHX 25317</td>
<td>CHX 25717</td>
<td>CHX 25917</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lotus</td>
<td>CHX 25112</td>
<td>CHX 25312</td>
<td>CHX 25712</td>
<td>CHX 25912</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2005-2015 Speckled Dice Color Reference Packet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . CHX 29992

Reference packets are a must for inventory and ordering purposes. This packet consists of one 16mm d6 with pips of each of all 24 colors of the Speckled dice, each labeled with their name. On the backside is a chart with the color names and stock numbers of each type of available set (Ten d10° set, Polyhedral 7-die set, 12mm d6 Dice Block, and 16mm d6 Dice Block) and 34mm d20’s.
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Gemini™ Dice were first introduced in 2006 and were an immediate hit. They were so popular that we made the Gemini™ material its own dice color range.

**Black-Blue w/gold**
Polyhedral Ten d10™ Set...CHX 26235
Polyhedral 7-die Set......CHX 26435
16mm d6 Dice Block™...CHX 26635
12mm d6 Dice Block™...CHX 26835

**Black-Gold w/silver**
Polyhedral Ten d10™ Set...CHX 26251
Polyhedral 7-Die Set.....CHX 26451
16mm d6 Dice Block™...CHX 26651
12mm d6 Dice Block™...CHX 26851

**Black-Green w/gold**
Polyhedral Ten d10™ Set...CHX 26239
Polyhedral 7-Die Set.....CHX 26439
16mm d6 Dice Block™...CHX 26639
12mm d6 Dice Block™...CHX 26839

**Black-Grey w/green**
Polyhedral Ten d10™ Set...CHX 26245
Polyhedral 7-Die Set.....CHX 26445
16mm d6 Dice Block™...CHX 26645
12mm d6 Dice Block™...CHX 26845

**Black-Pink w/white**
Polyhedral Ten d10™ Set...CHX 26230
Polyhedral 7-Die Set.....CHX 26430
16mm d6 Dice Block™...CHX 26630
12mm d6 Dice Block™...CHX 26830

**Black-Purple w/gold**
Polyhedral Ten d10™ Set...CHX 26240
Polyhedral 7-Die Set.....CHX 26440
16mm d6 Dice Block™...CHX 26640
12mm d6 Dice Block™...CHX 26840

**Black-Red w/gold**
Polyhedral Ten d10™ Set...CHX 26233
Polyhedral 7-die Set......CHX 26433
16mm d6 Dice Block™...CHX 26633
12mm d6 Dice Block™...CHX 26833

**Black-Shell w/white**
Polyhedral Ten d10™ Set...CHX 26250
Polyhedral 7-Die Set.....CHX 26450
16mm d6 Dice Block™...CHX 26650
12mm d6 Dice Block™...CHX 26850

**Blue-Gold w/white**
Polyhedral Ten d10™ Set...CHX 26222
Polyhedral 7-Die Set.....CHX 26422
16mm d6 Dice Block™...CHX 26622
12mm d6 Dice Block™...CHX 26822

**Blue-Green w/gold**
Polyhedral Ten d10™ Set...CHX 26236
Polyhedral 7-die Set......CHX 26436
16mm d6 Dice Block™...CHX 26636
12mm d6 Dice Block™...CHX 26836

**Blue-Orange w/white**
Polyhedral Ten d10™ Set...CHX 26252
Polyhedral 7-Die Set.....CHX 26452
16mm d6 Dice Block™...CHX 26652
12mm d6 Dice Block™...CHX 26852

**Blue-Purple w/gold**
Polyhedral Ten d10™ Set...CHX 26228
Polyhedral 7-Die Set.....CHX 26428
16mm d6 Dice Block™...CHX 26628
12mm d6 Dice Block™...CHX 26828
Blue-Red w/gold
Polyhedral Ten d10’ Set . . . CHX 26229
Polyhedral 7-Die Set . . . . CHX 26429
16mm d6 Dice Block’ . . . . CHX 26629
12mm d6 Dice Block’ . . . . CHX 26829

Blue-Steel w/white
Polyhedral Ten d10’ Set . . . CHX 26223
Polyhedral 7-Die Set . . . . CHX 26423
16mm d6 Dice Block’ . . . . CHX 26623
12mm d6 Dice Block’ . . . . CHX 26823

Copper-Steel w/white
Polyhedral Ten d10’ Set . . . CHX 26224
Polyhedral 7-Die Set . . . . CHX 26424
16mm d6 Dice Block’ . . . . CHX 26624
12mm d6 Dice Block’ . . . . CHX 26824

Copper-Teal w/silver
Polyhedral Ten d10’ Set . . . CHX 26253
Polyhedral 7-Die Set . . . . CHX 26453
16mm d6 Dice Block’ . . . . CHX 26653
12mm d6 Dice Block’ . . . . CHX 26853

Gold-Green w/white
Polyhedral Ten d10’ Set . . . CHX 26225
Polyhedral 7-Die Set . . . . CHX 26425
16mm d6 Dice Block’ . . . . CHX 26625
12mm d6 Dice Block’ . . . . CHX 26825

Green-Yellow w/silver
Polyhedral Ten d10’ Set . . . CHX 26254
Polyhedral 7-Die Set . . . . CHX 26454
16mm d6 Dice Block’ . . . . CHX 26654
12mm d6 Dice Block’ . . . . CHX 26854

Green-Purple w/gold
Polyhedral Ten d10’ Set . . . CHX 26234
Polyhedral 7-Die Set . . . . CHX 26434
16mm Dice Block’ . . . . . . . CHX 26634
12mm Dice Block’ . . . . . . . CHX 26834

Green-Red w/white
Polyhedral Ten d10’ Set . . . CHX 26231
Polyhedral 7-Die Set . . . . CHX 26431
16mm d6 Dice Block’ . . . . CHX 26631
12mm d6 Dice Block’ . . . . CHX 26831

Purple-Red w/gold
Polyhedral Ten d10’ Set . . . CHX 26226
Polyhedral 7-Die Set . . . . CHX 26426
16mm d6 Dice Block’ . . . . CHX 26626
12mm d6 Dice Block’ . . . . CHX 26826

Purple-Steel w/white
Polyhedral Ten d10’ Set . . . CHX 26232
Polyhedral 7-Die Set . . . . CHX 26432
16mm d6 Dice Block’ . . . . CHX 26632
12mm d6 Dice Block’ . . . . CHX 26832

Purple-Teal w/gold
Polyhedral Ten d10’ Set . . . CHX 26249
Polyhedral 7-Die Set . . . . CHX 26449
16mm d6 Dice Block’ . . . . CHX 26649
12mm d6 Dice Block’ . . . . CHX 26849

Red-Yellow w/silver
Polyhedral Ten d10’ Set . . . CHX 26250
Polyhedral 7-Die Set . . . . CHX 26450
16mm d6 Dice Block’ . . . . CHX 26650
12mm d6 Dice Block’ . . . . CHX 26850

2015 Gemini™ Dice Color Reference Pack . . . CHX 29957
A must for inventory & ordering purposes. This packet consists of one 16mm d6 with pips of each of all 26 colors of the Gemini”, each labeled with their name. On the backside is a chart with the names and stock numbers of each type of set.
Signature™ Dice are a compilation of the best selling colors of new dice we have released in past years. Over time, this range of colors has become our signature dice color range, thus the name.

**Borealis™ Light Green w/gold**
- Polyhedral Ten d10® Set...CHX 27225
- Polyhedral 7-Die Set...CHX 27425
- 16mm d6 Dice Block...CHX 27625
- 12mm d6 Dice Block...CHX 27825

**Borealis™ Pink w/silver**
- Polyhedral Ten d10® Set...CHX 27204
- Polyhedral 7-Die Set...CHX 27404
- 16mm d6 Dice Block...CHX 27604
- 12mm d6 Dice Block...CHX 27804

**Borealis™ Purple w/white**
- Polyhedral Ten d10® Set...CHX 27207
- Polyhedral 7-Die Set...CHX 27407
- 16mm d6 Dice Block...CHX 27607
- 12mm d6 Dice Block...CHX 27807

**Borealis™ Royal Purple w/gold**
- Polyhedral Ten d10® Set...CHX 27267
- Polyhedral 7-Die Set...CHX 27467
- 16mm d6 Dice Block...CHX 27667
- 12mm d6 Dice Block...CHX 27867

**Borealis™ Sky Blue w/white**
- Polyhedral Ten d10® Set...CHX 27226
- Polyhedral 7-Die Set...CHX 27426
- 16mm d6 Dice Block...CHX 27626
- 12mm d6 Dice Block...CHX 27826

**Borealis™ Teal w/gold**
- Polyhedral Ten d10® Set...CHX 27286
- Polyhedral 7-Die Set...CHX 27486
- 16mm d6 Dice Block...CHX 27686
- 12mm d6 Dice Block...CHX 27886

**Cirrus™ Aqua w/silver**
- Polyhedral Ten d10® Set...CHX 27265
- Polyhedral 7-Die Set...CHX 27465
- 16mm d6 Dice Block...CHX 27665
- 12mm d6 Dice Block...CHX 27865

**Frosted™ Teal w/white**
- Polyhedral Ten d10® Set...CHX 27205
- Polyhedral 7-Die Set...CHX 27405
- 16mm d6 Dice Block...CHX 27605
- 12mm d6 Dice Block...CHX 27805

**Frosted™ Teal w/white**
- Polyhedral Ten d10® Set...CHX 27299
- Polyhedral 7-Die Set...CHX 27499
- 16mm d6 Dice Block...CHX 27699
- 12mm d6 Dice Block...CHX 27899

**Festive™ Vibrant w/brown**
- Polyhedral Ten d10® Set...CHX 27241
- Polyhedral 7-Die Set...CHX 27441
- 16mm d6 Dice Block...CHX 27641
- 12mm d6 Dice Block...CHX 27841

**Leaf™ Black Gold w/silver**
- Polyhedral Ten d10® Set...CHX 27218
- Polyhedral 7-Die Set...CHX 27418
- 16mm d6 Dice Block...CHX 27618
- 12mm d6 Dice Block...CHX 27818

**Lustrous™ Dark Blue w/green**
- Polyhedral Ten d10® Set...CHX 27296
- Polyhedral 7-Die Set...CHX 27496
- 16mm d6 Dice Block...CHX 27696
- 12mm d6 Dice Block...CHX 27896

**Lustrous™ Shadow w/gold**
- Polyhedral Ten d10® Set...CHX 27299
- Polyhedral 7-Die Set...CHX 27499
- 16mm d6 Dice Block...CHX 27699
- 12mm d6 Dice Block...CHX 27899
Marble Green w/dark green
Polyhedral Ten d10® Set...CHX 27209
Polyhedral 7-Die Set...CHX 27409
16mm d6 Dice Block™...CHX 27609
12mm d6 Dice Block™...CHX 27809

Nebula™ Black w/white
Polyhedral Ten d10® Set...CHX 27208
Polyhedral 7-Die Set...CHX 27408
16mm d6 Dice Block™...CHX 27608
12mm d6 Dice Block™...CHX 27808

Nebula™ Dark Blue w/white
Polyhedral Ten d10® Set...CHX 27266
Polyhedral 7-Die Set...CHX 27466
16mm d6 Dice Block™...CHX 27666
12mm d6 Dice Block™...CHX 27866

Scarab™ Blue Blood™ w/gold
Polyhedral Ten d10® Set...CHX 27219
Polyhedral 7-Die Set...CHX 27419
16mm d6 Dice Block™...CHX 27619
12mm d6 Dice Block™...CHX 27819

Scarab™ Jade w/gold
Polyhedral Ten d10® Set...CHX 27215
Polyhedral 7-Die Set...CHX 27415
16mm d6 Dice Block™...CHX 27615
12mm d6 Dice Block™...CHX 27815

Scarab™ Royal Blue w/gold
Polyhedral Ten d10® Set...CHX 27227
Polyhedral 7-Die Set...CHX 27427
16mm d6 Dice Block™...CHX 27627
12mm d6 Dice Block™...CHX 27827

Scarab™ Scarlet w/gold
Polyhedral Ten d10® Set...CHX 27214
Polyhedral 7-Die Set...CHX 27414
16mm d6 Dice Block™...CHX 27614
12mm d6 Dice Block™...CHX 27814

Velvet™ Black w/red
Polyhedral Ten d10® Set...CHX 27278
Polyhedral 7-Die Set...CHX 27478
16mm d6 Dice Block™...CHX 27678
12mm d6 Dice Block™...CHX 27878

Vortex Blue w/gold
Polyhedral Ten d10® Set...CHX 27236
Polyhedral 7-Die Set...CHX 27436
16mm d6 Dice Block™...CHX 27636
12mm d6 Dice Block™...CHX 27836

Vortex Bright Green w/black
Polyhedral Ten d10® Set...CHX 27230
Polyhedral 7-Die Set...CHX 27430
16mm d6 Dice Block™...CHX 27630
12mm d6 Dice Block™...CHX 27830

Vortex Burgundy w/gold
Polyhedral Ten d10® Set...CHX 27234
Polyhedral 7-Die Set...CHX 27434
16mm d6 Dice Block™...CHX 27634
12mm d6 Dice Block™...CHX 27834

Vortex Electric Yellow w/green
Polyhedral Ten d10® Set...CHX 27222
Polyhedral 7-Die Set...CHX 27422
16mm d6 Dice Block™...CHX 27622
12mm d6 Dice Block™...CHX 27822

Scarab™ Scarlet w/gold
Polyhedral Ten d10® Set...CHX 27214
Polyhedral 7-Die Set...CHX 27414
16mm d6 Dice Block™...CHX 27614
12mm d6 Dice Block™...CHX 27814

Vortex Scarlet w/gold
Polyhedral Ten d10® Set...CHX 27214
Polyhedral 7-Die Set...CHX 27414
16mm d6 Dice Block™...CHX 27614
12mm d6 Dice Block™...CHX 27814

2015 Signature™ Dice Color Reference Pack...CHX 29976
This reference packet includes one
16mm d6 w/pips of each of all the
26 colors of our
Signature™ dice,
each one labeled
with their name. On
the backside is a
chart with the color
names and stock
numbers of each
type of set that is
available.
Keeping-in-Stock Dice (KIS) As we create new colors, some sell exceedingly well and are incorporated into the Signature™ range. Others don’t sell as well and get discontinued. The remaining colors sell well enough to become our Keeping-in-Stock dice.

- **Borealis™ Magenta w/gold**
  - Polyhedral Ten d10® Set... CHX 27224
  - Polyhedral 7-Die Set... CHX 27424
  - 16mm d6 Dice Block... CHX 27624
  - 12mm d6 Dice Block... CHX 27824

- **Borealis™ Smoke w/silver**
  - Polyhedral Ten d10® Set... CHX 27228
  - Polyhedral 7-Die Set... CHX 27428
  - 16mm d6 Dice Block... CHX 27628
  - 12mm d6 Dice Block... CHX 27828

- **Cirrus™ Light Blue w/white**
  - Polyhedral Ten d10® Set... CHX 27246
  - Polyhedral 7-Die Set... CHX 27446
  - 16mm d6 Dice Block... CHX 27646
  - 12mm d6 Dice Block... CHX 27846

- **Festive™ Rio™ w/yellow**
  - Polyhedral Ten d10® Set... CHX 27249
  - Polyhedral 7-Die Set... CHX 27449
  - 16mm d6 Dice Block... CHX 27649
  - 12mm d6 Dice Block... CHX 27849

- **Festive™ Carousel™ w/white**
  - Polyhedral Ten d10® Set... CHX 27257
  - Polyhedral 7-Die Set... CHX 27457
  - 16mm d6 Dice Block... CHX 27657
  - 12mm d6 Dice Block... CHX 27857

- **Festive™ Circus™ w/black**
  - Polyhedral Ten d10® Set... CHX 27242
  - Polyhedral 7-Die Set... CHX 27442
  - 16mm d6 Dice Block... CHX 27642
  - 12mm d6 Dice Block... CHX 27842

- **Frosted™ Blue w/white**
  - Polyhedral Ten d10® Set... CHX 27216
  - Polyhedral 7-Die Set... CHX 27416
  - 16mm d6 Dice Block... CHX 27616
  - 12mm d6 Dice Block... CHX 27816

- **Frosted™ Caribbean Blue w/white**
  - Polyhedral Ten d10® Set... CHX 27216
  - Polyhedral 7-Die Set... CHX 27416
  - 16mm d6 Dice Block... CHX 27616
  - 12mm d6 Dice Block... CHX 27816

- **Frosted™ Clear w/black**
  - Polyhedral Ten d10® Set... CHX 27201
  - Polyhedral 7-Die Set... CHX 27401
  - 16mm d6 Dice Block... CHX 27601
  - 12mm d6 Dice Block... CHX 27801

- **Frosted™ Pink w/white**
  - Polyhedral Ten d10® Set... CHX 27206
  - Polyhedral 7-Die Set... CHX 27406
  - 16mm d6 Dice Block... CHX 27606
  - 12mm d6 Dice Block... CHX 27806

- **Lustrous™ Black w/gold**
  - Polyhedral Ten d10® Set... CHX 27298
  - Polyhedral 7-Die Set... CHX 27498
  - 16mm d6 Dice Block... CHX 27698
  - 12mm d6 Dice Block... CHX 27898

- **Lustrous™ Gold w/silver**
  - Polyhedral Ten d10® Set... CHX 27293
  - Polyhedral 7-Die Set... CHX 27493
  - 16mm d6 Dice Block... CHX 27693
  - 12mm d6 Dice Block... CHX 27893

- **Lustrous™ Purple w/gold**
  - Polyhedral Ten d10® Set... CHX 27297
  - Polyhedral 7-Die Set... CHX 27497
  - 16mm d6 Dice Block... CHX 27697
  - 12mm d6 Dice Block... CHX 27897

- **Lustrous™ Slate w/white**
  - Polyhedral Ten d10® Set... CHX 27290
  - Polyhedral 7-Die Set... CHX 27490
  - 16mm d6 Dice Block... CHX 27690
  - 12mm d6 Dice Block... CHX 27890

- **Marble Ivory w/black**
  - Polyhedral Ten d10® Set... CHX 27202
  - Polyhedral 7-Die Set... CHX 27402
  - 16mm d6 Dice Block... CHX 27602
  - 12mm d6 Dice Block... CHX 27802

- **Phantom™ Black w/silver**
  - Polyhedral Ten d10® Set... CHX 27288
  - Polyhedral 7-Die Set... CHX 27488
  - 16mm d6 Dice Block... CHX 27688
  - 12mm d6 Dice Block... CHX 27888
To Be Discontinued Dice As these sets sell out, these dice colors will go out of production.

Borealis Aquamarine w/black
Polyhedral Ten d10® Set CHX 27220
Polyhedral 7-Die Set . . . . . CHX 27420
16mm d6 Dice Block® . . . . . CHX 27620
12mm d6 Dice Block® . . . . . CHX 27820

Easter Pink w/gold
Polyhedral Ten d10® Set CHX LT761
Polyhedral 7-Die Set . . . . . CHX LE761
16mm d6 Dice Block® . . . . . CHX LE763
12mm d6 Dice Block® . . . . . CHX LE765

Frosted Red w/white
Polyhedral Ten d10® Set CHX LT427
Polyhedral 7-Die Set . . . . . CHX LE427
16mm d6 Dice Block® . . . . . CHX LE406
12mm d6 Dice Block® . . . . . CHX LE412

Frosted Smoke w/white
Polyhedral Ten d10® Set . . . . CHX LT431
Polyhedral 7-die Set . . . . . CHX LE431
16mm Dice Block . . . . . . . . . CHX LE409
12mm Dice Block . . . . . . . . . CHX LE415

Gemini Orange-Yellow w/blk.
Polyhedral Ten d10® Set CHX 26242
Polyhedral 7-die Set . . . . . CHX 26442
16mm Dice Block . . . . . . . . . CHX 26642
12mm Dice Block . . . . . . . . . CHX 26842

Gemini Pink-Purple w/wht.
Polyhedral Ten d10® Set CHX 26255
Polyhedral 7-die Set . . . . . CHX 26455
16mm Dice Block . . . . . . . . . CHX 26655
12mm Dice Block . . . . . . . . . CHX 26855

Lustrous Bronze w/white
Polyhedral Ten d10® Set CHX 26292
Polyhedral 7-die Set . . . . . CHX 26492
16mm Dice Block . . . . . . . . . CHX 26692
12mm Dice Block . . . . . . . . . CHX 26892

Lustrous Green w/silver
Polyhedral Ten d10® Set CHX 26295
Polyhedral 7-die Set . . . . . CHX 26495
16mm d6 Dice Block® . . . . . CHX 26695
12mm d6 Dice Block® . . . . . CHX 26895

Lustrous Green w/white
Polyhedral Ten d10® Set CHX 27285
Polyhedral 7-die Set . . . . . CHX 27485
16mm d6 Dice Block® . . . . . CHX 27685
12mm d6 Dice Block® . . . . . CHX 27885

Phantom Green w/white
Polyhedral Ten d10® Set . . . . . . CHX 27289
Polyhedral 7-die Set . . . . . . CHX 27489
16mm d6 Dice Block® . . . . . . CHX 27689
12mm d6 Dice Block® . . . . . . CHX 27889

Vortex Black w/yellow
Polyhedral Ten d10® Set CHX 27238
Polyhedral 7-die Set . . . . . CHX 27438
16mm d6 Dice Block® . . . . . CHX 27638
12mm d6 Dice Block® . . . . . CHX 27838

Vortex Malachite Green w/yellow
Polyhedral Ten d10® Set CHX 27252
Polyhedral 7-die Set . . . . . CHX 27452
16mm d6 Dice Block® . . . . . CHX 27652
12mm d6 Dice Block® . . . . . CHX 27852

Vortex Dandelion™ w/white
Polyhedral Ten d10® Set CHX 27252
Polyhedral 7-die Set . . . . . CHX 27452
16mm d6 Dice Block® . . . . . CHX 27652
12mm d6 Dice Block® . . . . . CHX 27852

Vortex Green w/gold
Polyhedral Ten d10® Set CHX 27235
Polyhedral 7-die Set . . . . . CHX 27435
16mm d6 Dice Block® . . . . . CHX 27635
12mm d6 Dice Block® . . . . . CHX 27835

Vortex Pink w/gold
Polyhedral Ten d10® Set CHX 27254
Polyhedral 7-die Set . . . . . CHX 27454
16mm d6 Dice Block® . . . . . CHX 27654
12mm d6 Dice Block® . . . . . CHX 27854

Vortex Solar w/white
Polyhedral Ten d10® Set CHX 27223
Polyhedral 7-die Set . . . . . CHX 27423
16mm d6 Dice Block® . . . . . CHX 27623
12mm d6 Dice Block® . . . . . CHX 27823

Vortex Yellow w/blue
Polyhedral Ten d10® Set CHX 27232
Polyhedral 7-die Set . . . . . CHX 27432
16mm d6 Dice Block® . . . . . CHX 27632
12mm d6 Dice Block® . . . . . CHX 27832

2015 KIS Dice Color Reference Pack CHX 29947
Includes one of each of all the 26 colors of our Keeping-in-Stock (KIS) dice, each labeled with their name. On the back is a chart with the color names & stock numbers of each type of set available.
Dice Set Samplers are designed with the retailer in mind. Samplers greatly reduce confusion and frustration when ordering a good selection of “The Coolest Dice on the Planet.” We offer two types of set samplers: the “Best of Chessex” and the “Box of 50.” Samplers are an easy way to get started – the mix of colors is weighted in favor of the better sellers to reduce costly and unwanted overstock.

Best of Chessex Samplers: These contain one each of our best selling dice in either Polyhedral 7-Die Sets, 12mm d6 w/pips Dice Block", or 16mm d6 w/pips Dice Block". We recommend these for a quick and easy way to carry a selection of our best colors without the hassle of ordering the sets individually. One set in each sampler is included free.

Chessex “Box of 50” These samplers each contain 50 Polyhedral 7-Die Sets from the Opaque, Speckled, Translucent, Signature™, or Gemini™ ranges. The mix of colors in each sampler is weighted in favor of the most popular colors, making it also a quick and easy way to carry a large quantity of our polyhedral dice sets. Two sets in each sampler are free.

CHX 29910 “Best of Chessex” Polyhedral 7-Die Set Sampler

CHX 29912 “Best of Chessex” 12mm d6 Dice Block™ Sampler

CHX 29916 “Best of Chessex” 16mm d6 Dice Block™ Sampler

Opaque: Black w/white

Transparent: Red w/white

Transparent: Blue w/white

Transparent: Purple w/white

Transparent: Teal w/white

Speckled: Ninja™

Speckled: Silver Volcano™

Gemini™ Black-Blue w/gold

Gemini™ Black-Green w/gold

Gemini™ Black-Copper w/green

Gemini™ Black-Pink w/white

Gemini™ Black-Red w/gold

Gemini™ Blue-Gold w/white

Gemini™ Blue-Steel w/white

Gemini™ Purple-Teal w/white

Signature™

Borealis™ Pink w/silver

Borealis™ Royal Purple w/white

Scarab™ Blue Blood w/gold

Scarab™ Jade w/white

Scarab™ Royal Blue w/gold

Velvet™ Black w/red

Vortex Bright Green w/black

Vortex Orange w/black

Best of Chessex “Box of 50” These contain one each of our best selling dice in either Polyhedral 7-Die Sets, 12mm d6 w/pips Dice Block", or 16mm d6 w/pips Dice Block". We recommend these for a quick and easy way to carry a selection of our best colors without the hassle of ordering the sets individually. One set in each sampler is included free.

CHX 254AA Opaque Box of 50” Polyhedral 7-Die Set Sampler

CHX 253AA Speckled Box of 50” Polyhedral 7-Die Set Sampler

CHX 230AA Translucent Box of 50” Polyhedral 7-Die Set Sampler

CHX 274AA Signature "Box of 50" Polyhedral 7-Die Set Sampler

CHX 264AA Gemini” Box of 50” Polyhedral 7-Die Set Sampler

This Opaque sampler contains:

3-CHX 25400 Ivory/blk

5-CHX 25401 White/black

1-CHX 25402 Yellow/black

1-CHX 25403 Orange/black

5-CHX 25404 Red/white

1-CHX 25405 Green/white

5-CHX 25406 Blue/white

2-CHX 25407 Purple/white

7-CHX 25408 Black/white

5-CHX 25410 Grey/black

3-CHX 25411 Dusty Green/gold

5-CHX 25418 Black/red

2-CHX 25420 Dark Grey/copper

3-CHX 25424 Dusty Blue/gold

4-CHX 25428 Black/gold

This Speckled sampler contains:

1-CHX 25300 Air

2-CHX 25311 Arctic Camo™

3-CHX 25338 Blue Stars™

2-CHX 25307 Cobalt™

2-CHX 25310 Earth™

2-CHX 25303 Fire™

1-CHX 25337 Golden Cobalt™

2-CHX 25335 Golden Recon™

1-CHX 25320 Granite™

1-CHX 25340 Hi-Tech™

2-CHX 25317 Hurricane™

2-CHX 25312 Lotus™

2-CHX 25323 Mercury™

5-CHX 25318 Ninja™

4-CHX 25325 Recon™

1-CHX 25316 Sea

1-CHX 25347 Silver Tetra™

4-CHX 25344 Silver Volcano™

2-CHX 25308 Space™

2-CHX 25346 Stealth™

2-CHX 25304 Strawberry™

2-CHX 25366 Twilight™

2-CHX 25328 Urban Camo™

2-CHX 25306 Water™

This Translucent sampler contains:

3-CHX 23001 Clear/white

2-CHX 23002 Yellow/white

3-CHX 23003 Orange/white

8-CHX 23004 Red/white

6-CHX 23005 Green/white

8-CHX 23006 Blue/white

8-CHX 23007 Purple/white

4-CHX 23008 Smoke/white

8-CHX 23013 Teal/white

This Signature™ sampler contains:

2-CHX 27425 Borealis™ Lt. Green/gold

2-CHX 27404 Borealis™ Pink/silver

2-CHX 27407 Borealis™ Purple/white

3-CHX 27467 Borealis™ Royal Purp./gold

1-CHX 27426 Borealis™ Sky Blue/white

2-CHX 27486 Borealis™ Teal/gold

1-CHX 27465 Cirrus™ Aqua/silver

2-CHX 27441 Festive Vibrant/brown

1-CHX 27405 Fractal™ w/white

1-CHX 27418 Leaf™ Black Gold/silver

2-CHX 27496 Lustrous™ Dk. Blue/green

2-CHX 27499 Lustrous™ Shadow/gold

2-CHX 27409 Marble Green/dk. green

2-CHX 27408 Nebula™ Black/white

1-CHX 27466 Nebula™ Dk. Dark blue/wht.

3-CHX 27419 Scarab™ Blue Blood/gold

4-CHX 27415 Scarab™ Jade/gold

3-CHX 27427 Scarab™ Royal Purple/gold

3-CHX 27414 Scarab™ Scarlet/gold

2-CHX 27478 Velvet™ Black/red

1-CHX 27430 Vortex Blue/gold

3-CHX 27430 Vortex Bright Green/silk

1-CHX 27434 Vortex Burgundy/gold

2-CHX 27422 Vortex Electric Yellow/gnm.

2-CHX 27433 Vortex Orange/black

1-CHX 27437 Vortex Purple/gold

www.chessex.com
Loose Dice Samplers are a unique system for stocking individual loose dice. For each of the five ranges of dice we carry on a continual basis, we offer Loose Dice Samplers and refill “Bags of 50.” When the quantity of any shape gets low in the Loose Dice Sampler, purchase the appropriate Bag of 50 to replace it. The mix of dice in these products is fixed and based on sales; the better their sales rate, the more are included. This means there is little chance that you will be left with many of slow selling colors, unlike what can happen if you buy assortments which follow no set mixture.

Each sampler contains the following assortment of dice*: 50 d4's, 54 d6 w/'#'s, 50 d8's, 100 d10's, 50 Tens 10', 50 d12's, 56 d20's, 128 12mm d6 w/pips, 54 16mm d6 w/pips, 1 CHX 29900 (empty tray), and 1 Corresponding Dice Color Reference Packet.

Loose Dice Assortments are for those who only want polyhedral dice and in lower quantities than the Loose Dice Samplers. These assortments are packaged in versatile clear clamshells that can be used for display. The 125 dice always have the following mix of shapes: 8-d4, 18-d6 w/'#'s, 9-d8, 33-d10, 8-Tens 10', 8-d12, and 41-d20's.

Bags of 50™

**Speckled Loose Dice Sampler also includes 5 assorted 34mm d20s.**
Specialty Dice

Chessex offers many types of Specialty Dice to fulfill specific gaming needs.

**Speckled 34mm d20s**

34mm d20 Blue Stars™ . . . . . XS2001
34mm d20 Golden Recon™ . . . XS2002
34mm d20 Hi-Tech™ . . . . . . XS2003
34mm d20 Silver Tetra™ . . . . . XS2004
34mm d20 Silver Volcano™ . . . . . XS2005
34mm d20 Twilight™ . . . . . . XS2006
34mm d20 Lotus™ . . . . . . XS2016
34mm d20 Air™ . . . . . . . . . XS2020
34mm d20 Fire™ . . . . . . . . . XS2021
34mm d20 Earth™ . . . . . . . . . XS2022
34mm d20 Water™ . . . . . . . . . XS2023
34mm d20 Granite™ . . . . . . . . . XS2030
34mm d20 Strawberry™ . . . . . . . . . XS2035
34mm d20 Sea™ . . . . . . . . . XS2037
34mm d20 Space™ . . . . . . . . . XS2039
34mm d20 Cobalt™ . . . . . . . . . XS2053
34mm d20 Hurricane™ . . . . . . . . . XS2064
34mm d20 Ninja™ . . . . . . . . . XS2072
34mm d20 Mercury™ . . . . . . . . . XS2079
34mm d20 Arctic Camo™ . . . . . . . . . XS2087
34mm d20 Recon™ . . . . . . . . . XS2089
34mm d20 Stealth™ . . . . . . . . . XS2091
34mm d20 Urban Camo™ . . . . . . . . . XS2092
34mm d20 Golden Cobalt™ . . . . . XS2093

**Opaque 16-Sided Dice**

White/black d16 . . . CHX XQ1601
Yellow/black d16 . . . CHX XQ1602
Red/white d16 . . . CHX XQ1604
Green/white d16 . . . CHX XQ1605
Blue/white d16 . . . CHX XQ1606
Black/white d16 . . . CHX XQ1608

**d30s (30-sided dice)**

Marbleized Red w/ gold d30 . . . XM3004
Marbleized Green w/ gold d30 . . XM3005
Marbleized Blue w/ gold d30 . . . XM3006
Marbleized Purple w/ gold d30 . . XM3007
Marbleized Black w/ white d30 . . XM3008
Shimmer Green w/ gold d30 . . . XH3005
Shimmer Blue w/ gold d30 . . . XH3016
Shimmer Purple w/ gold d30 . . . XH3017

**Ankh d10**

CHX XM1545
single Ankh d10

**Metal-Plated 6-Sided Dice**

These are plastic dice with metal-plated finishes. Each set contains a pair of dice.

**Cancelled Casino Dice**

These dice were made to be within 1/1000" of being a perfect cube and were once on the craps table of a casino. After their use, they have been marked (or cancelled) so they cannot go back. Each set contains 2 of these “precision” dice.

**Pound-O-Dice™**

Looking for an inexpensive way to increase your dice collection? The Pound-O-Dice is the perfect solution! Each pound has approximately 100 dice in assorted shapes with quantities weighted in favor of d6’s, d10’s, and d20’s. Also included is a full set (7) of polyhedral dice in one of 5 colors, randomly selected, that are only available in this product. The Pound-O-d6 is a one pound assortment of approximately 100 6-sided dice with pips.
Cheat Dice

Cheat Dice are a must for those looking to increase their odds. Each set has seven dice: two d20’s, two d10’s and three d6’s. One d20 is numbered normally but the other has two 20’s and no 1’s. One d10 is numbered normally and the other has two 0’s and no 1’s. One of the d6 is numbered normally, another has two 1’s with no 6’s, and the last one has two 6’s with no 1’s. Use the normal die for most rolls and swap out the cheat dice to increase your odds for those really important rolls!

Cheat Dice
Red/gold ........ CHX 29014
Green/gold ...... CHX 29015
Blue/gold ...... CHX 29016
Purple/gold ...... CHX 29017
Black/gold ...... CHX 29018

Suede Cloth Dice Bags

Small (4” x 6”):
Holds approx. 50-60 dice
Grey .................. CHX 02371
Burgundy ............. CHX 02373
Red .................... CHX 02374
Green .................. CHX 02375
Royal Blue ............ CHX 02376
Purple .................. CHX 02377
Black .................. CHX 02378

Large (5” x 7”):
Holds approx. 90-100 dice
Grey .................. CHX 02391
Burgundy ............. CHX 02393
Red .................... CHX 02394
Green .................. CHX 02395
Royal Blue ............ CHX 02396
Purple .................. CHX 02397
Black .................. CHX 02398
Dice have long fascinated people. It’s no secret. With the advent of plastic dice molding, people have clamored for something more than dice with standard numbering: symbols, runes, icons...you name it, there’s probably someone who wants it.

The problem in the past for these “custom” dice has always been the price of the molding. Small production runs do not even come close to recapturing the up-front costs. The alternative to molding custom dice is printing and silk-screening, methods that produce good images but which wear away over time. Also, the set-up fees for artwork can financially kill small projects from the start. These factors have long limited the manufacture of custom dice.

What has been desperately needed is a manufacturing solution that encompasses the following parameters: short production times, low set-up costs, high detail, and permanent images. We have perfected an elegant engraving method to fulfill these requirements and when used in combination with our wide range of great dice colors, satisfaction is a sure thing.

Some Uses for Our Custom Engraved Dice:
• Promotional and business card dice.
• Replace specialty dice with better artwork.
• Replacement of lost dice.
• Keepsake/Memento dice for events such as conventions, weddings, graduations, and birthdays.
• Prototype dice for game designs.

Features of Our Engraving Process:
• Our dice are engraved and not printed, resulting in durable designs that will not rub away.
• No set-up fee for artwork.
• A sample die can be quickly generated and a photo sent electronically for approval.
• Low minimum, order as few as 10 dice.
• Multiple dice colors per engraving possible.
• High amount of detail.
• Quick turn-around time on all orders.
• Wide range of our unique colors.
• Engraving available on polyhedral dice other than 6-sided dice.

Current Capacity:
• We engrave both text and graphics (line art is preferable).
• We currently have 6-sided dice with a blank ‘1’ side in 16mm, 19mm, 30mm, and 50mm available in many colors.
• We currently have 6-sided dice with a blank ‘6’ side in 16mm and 50mm available in many colors.
• 10-sided dice with a blank ‘0’ side.
• Polyhedral dice (4-sided, 6-sided, 8-sided, 10-sided, 12-sided, and 20-sided) blank on all sides available for total custom engraving.

Future Expanded Capacities:
We are continuously working to widen our scope of capabilities in order to produce custom engraved dice in greater varieties and quantities. This includes more dice shapes and sizes we can engrave upon and greater range of dice colors.

For pricing, please contact us or go to www.chessex.com and look under custom dice. To ask for sample die to be made or other inquiries, e-mail us at:

custom@chessex.com.

NOTE: All custom dice are shipped from the USA.
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